I hereby, in gratitude to God from whom I received what I am and have, pledge the sharing of the following part of my time, talent and treasure as my response to the Covenant Jesus established.

The Biblical rule for our stewardship in treasure is the tithe, the first 10% of our income. Half of it goes to the parish, (5% of weekly income or 2 hours of work) and rest to charity. We need to pray to have the courage to give our tithing, because our giving should be: planned (2 Cor 9:7); proportional to the income (2 Cor 8:12) and sacrificial, since Jesus praised only the donation of the widow that gave of "what had to live on" (Lc 21,1-4).

My weekly tithe in the Sunday Church collection in this year will be

$___________

☐ I am interested in knowing how to make a contribution to the parish in stocks, properties or in my last will.